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Property Description, Location and Access

The property consists of two unpatented raining claims numbered TB 773537 

and TB 1153417, located in McTavish Township northeast of Thunder Bay 

approximately 45 kilometers. Access is via Highway 11-17 east from Thunder 

Bay to a bush road between the highway and Ancliff on the Canadian National 

Railway, and thence southerly along this road to the pipeline and thence 

south-southwesterly along the pipeline to the property.

Claim number 773537 was restaked in December of 1990 and is now unpatented 

claim number TB 1172900.

Geology

The properties are underlain by granite and red sandstone of the Sibley 

formation with a vein system carrying lead, zinc, copper, uranium and 

amethyst across the Archean/Sibley unconformity. Amethyst is the only 

mineral of economic importance to date.

Work Done

Mechanical stripping and trenching was carried out on the 2 claims in order 

to expose and further evaluate the potential for amethyst. Prospecting and 

stripping by hand was also carried out to further expose the vein system. 

The work done on claim 1153417 failed to disclose any new occurrences 

although a total of 123 meters of new trenches were established. 

The trenching on claim TB 773537 consisting of 45 meters extended the vein 

system on that claim and several good samples of amethyst were obtained.

Results and Recomendations

The work on claim 773537 uncovered and extended the vein system previously 

located there. Several samples of a good emethyst were obtained and the zone 

has potential for further work. The 1991 program will require much hand work 

and manual labour in order to extract the amethyst located by the work done 

during the past year.

The work on claim 1153417 was disappointing as there were no new showings 

located. Further prospecting will have to be carried out to evaluate this 

claim to see if it has anything of interest before dropping the claim.

Respectively submitted,
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